
THEOREM OF PYTHAGORAS

Introduction:  Squares and Square Roots

Students shold be shown both the  ‘x2’ and ‘Ö’ button on calculator.   

This exercise is simply based on revision of:
(i)  the use of a calculator to square and square root.

           (ii)  the use of A = L2, the formula for finding the area of a square.

The following examples can be used:

Example 1. Find the area of this square:

Ans. A  =  L2

    =   52

    =  25 cm2

Example 2. If the area of this square is 144 cm2, find the length of one of its sides.

 Ans. A  =  L2

        144  =  L2

      Ö144  =  L
 L  =  12 cm

Exercise 1 may now be attempted

A.   The Theorem of Pythagoras 

Finding the length of one side of a right angled triangle, given the length of the other two sides.

(a)   Finding the longest side:

The term  ‘Hypotenuse’ should be explained.

Then the following example can be given:

Ask the students to work out the area of
each of the three squares.

Ans. 9, 16, 25

Ask them to do the same again with this shape.

Ans. 36, 64, 100

Perhaps do another, with squares of sides 5, 12 and 13.
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From these answers it can be deduced that:

        the area of the square on the shortest side 
         the area of the square on the longest side =       +

        the area of the square on the middle side

In summary, in a right angled triangle with sides a, b and c.
 

a2  =  b2  +  c2

When calculating the longest side (hypotenuse) in a right angled triangle, use 
“Pythagoras Plus”.

Example 1. Write an equation for x.

Ans. x2 = 52 + 32

      

     

Example 2. Calculate x, the longest side (correct to 1 decimal place if necessary).

Ans. x2 =  82 + 62      (correct formula ‘+’)

     =  64 + 36 (square out)
     =  100 (tidy)

 x  = Ö100 (bring in Ö)

     =  10 (use calc.)

Example 3. Calculate x, (correct to 1 decimal place if necessary).

Ans. x2 =  132 + 92      (correct formula ‘+’)

     =  169 + 81 (square out)
     =  250 (tidy)

 x  = Ö250 (bring in Ö)

     =  15·8 (use calc. and round)

Exercise 2 may now be attempted
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(b) Finding one of the shorter sides:   

The difference between the hypotenuse and the
shorter sides should be shown.

For this case, change the original formula to arrive at:

When calculating one of the shorter sides (not the hypotenuse) in a right angled triangle - use 
“Pythagoras Minus”.

Example 1. Write an equation for x:

Ans. x2 = 52 – 32

Example 2. Calculate the missing side x,  (correct to 1 decimal place if necessary).

Ans. x2 =  102  –  62  (correct formula “-”)

     =  100 – 36 (square out)
     =  64 (tidy)

 x  = Ö64 (bring in Ö)

     =  8 (use calc.)

Example 3. Calculate w, correct to 1 decimal place.

Ans. w2 =  8·62 – 6·52 (correct formula “-”)

     =  73·96 – 42·25 (square out)
     =  31·71 (tidy)

 w  = Ö31·71 (bring in Ö)

     =  5·6 (m) (use calc. and round)
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Exercise 3 may now be attempted   

(c) A mixture of “Pythagoras Plus” and “Pythagoras Minus”

It should be explained to students that they must first make the following decision -

• if the hypotenuse is asked for . . . use the ‘+’ formula
• if one of the shorter sides (not the hypotenuse) is asked for . . . use the ‘–’ formula.

  
The following examples can be used:

Example 1. What length of cable is needed to secure this flag pole?

Ans. Hypotenuse asked for   => ‘Pythagoras Plus’

x2 =  8·52 + 52 (correct formula ‘+’)

     =  72·25 + 25 (square out)
     =  97·25 (tidy)

 x  = Ö97·25 (bring in Ö)

     =  9·9 (m) (use calc. and round)

Example 2. A 6m pipe is resting against the top of a wall.The other end of the pipe is 
sitting on the ground, 3m from the foot of the wall.
What is the height of the wall ?

Ans. Shorter side asked for, (not hypotenuse)  =>   ‘Pythagoras Minus’

x2 =  62 – 32 (correct formula “-”)

     =  36 – 9 (square out)
     =  27 (tidy)

 x  = Ö27 (bring in Ö)

     =  5·2 (m) (use calc. and round)

Exercise 4 Questions 1-12 may now be attempted  
(Q13 to be used as an extension).
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(d) Finding the distance between two coordinate points.

It may be that some revision on coordinates will be required first.

The following example can be used:

Example Find the distance PQ, between the points P(–2,3) and Q(7,6).

Ans.

Plot the points correctly on a diagram 
or sketch.

Make a right angled triangle
by drawing a vertical line 
through Q and a horizontal
one through P.

Proceed as if you are finding the hypotenuse of a right angled triangle 
=> ‘Pythagoras Plus’

x2 =  92 + 32 (correct formula “+ ”)

     =  81 + 9 (square out)
     =  90 (tidy)

 x  = Ö90 (bring in Ö)

     =  9·5 (use calc. and round)

PQ has length 9·5 units

Exercise 5 Q1, Q2 and Q3 may now be attempted. 
Q4 for extension (converse)

Then do the checkup for Theorem of Pythagoras.
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